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The ‘Uluru statement from the 

heart’
“We, gathered at the 2017 National Constitutional 

Convention, coming from all points of the southern 
sky, make this statement from the heart: Our 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander tribes were the 

first sovereign Nations of the Australian continent and 

its adjacent islands, and possessed it under our own 

laws and customs. This our ancestors did, according 
to the reckoning of our culture, from the Creation, 

according to the common law from ‘time immemorial’, 

and according to science more than 60,000 years 

ago. 

This sovereignty is a spiritual notion: the ancestral tie 

between the land, or ‘mother nature’, and the 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples who 

were born therefrom, remain attached thereto, and 

must one-day return thither to be united with our 

ancestors. This link is the basis of the ownership of 

the soil, or better, of sovereignty. It has never been 
ceded or extinguished, and co-exists with the 

sovereignty of the Crown.

• makes the point that 

Aboriginal voices 

are as yet unheard. 

It is cited in full



Approach to this webinar 

– Tell me,  I forget

– Show me,  I remember

– Involve me, I understand

• Carl Orff

• Engage with others , we transform



Two part talk 

• Theory  and practice

– No longer top predator : implications for the 

way we live, ethics and priorities for 

research

– Eco villages and eco facturing: the 

potential for  new way of engaging with one 

another and nature – implications for 

governance and democracy



Questions

• What are the challenges

• Why?

• How can transformative research make 

a difference?



2050

• Most of the global urban population will 

be located in Asia (52 per cent) and 

Africa (21 per cent), according to the 

UN (2014: 11)

• Domestic, agricultural  liminal and wild 

habitats ( Donaldson and Kymlicka, 

2011)



Social, economic 

and environmental 

challenges are 

convergent

Asian and African 

centuries?

The demographic 

dividend or 

liability?

Opportunities 

for  investing in 

education for 

social and 

environmental 

justice  



On line references

• McIntyre-Mills, J . 2019.  Social engagement to redress the banality of evil and the frontiers 

of justice: Limitations of the social contract to protect habitat and why an international law to 

prevent the crime of ecocide matters Proceedings of International Systems Sciences The 

63nd Annual Meeting of ISSS, Oregon State University, Corvallis, Nature's Enduring 

Patterns: A Path to Systems Literacy, 2nd-5th July

• http://journals.isss.org/index.php/proceedings63rd/article/view/3642

• McIntyre-Mills, J . 2019.  The potential of eco-facturing to re-generate rural-urban balance 

through eco-villages and city hubs: promoting social and environmental justice through 

vocational education and training hubs Proceedings of International Systems Sciences The 

63nd Annual Meeting of ISSS, Oregon State University, Corvallis, Nature’s Enduring 

Patterns: A Path to Systems Literacy,2nd-5th July 

http://journals.isss.org/index.php/proceedings63rd/article/view/3643



Challenges
Context • Bush fires, floods

• Displacement of people and animals

• Unsustainable way of life – extraction of profit to 

the detriment of people and the planet

• Growing populations, increased urbanisation 

increased pollution and  waste

• Neglect of food, energy and water

• Competition for resources 

• Food deserts 

Complexity Growing 

Engagement Black Lives Matter protests – George Floyd 

Policy Logic Fragmented – as different interest groups compete 

emotions and values

Ontology and Epistemology World view and experience of the elites vs the 

masses

Boundary spanning Tendency to lapse into conceptual silos  to address 

the social, economic and environmental challenges

Reconciliation of power Increasing levels of competition and risk 

Competing needs and the most vulnerable based on 

a multispecies approach





The big issues of the day: poverty, climate 

change and pandemics – root causes due 

to a lack of  
• Representation of 

multiple species

• Accountability 

• Sustainability 

• Re-generation 





Pandemic experiences vary

• https://www.theguar

dian.com/world/202

0/jun/05/global-

report-south-africa-

records-biggest-

jump-in-covid-19-

cases-since-

pandemic-hit#img-1



Transformation of the market through fostering multispecies 

relationships and eco-facturing 

• Simon Mair (2020) sums up the 

challenge for the future, namely: 

a centralised or decentralised 

response that either prioritises 

exchange values or the 

protection of life. Mair 

(2020)explains the four extreme 

options elegantly as follows: 

• “1) State capitalism: centralised 

response, prioritising exchange 

value

• 2) Barbarism: decentralised 

response prioritising exchange 

value

• 3) State socialism: centralised

response, prioritising the 

protection of life

• 4) Mutual aid: decentralised

response prioritising the 

protection of life.”

• The first two options prioritise

economics and profit. The second 

two options prioritise people and the 

environment. They could choose to 

maximise social and environmental 

factors and meaningful jobs , rather 

than focusing on business as usual, 

where a minority win at the expense 

of current and future generations of 

life. 



Loss of Habitat 
• https://janegoodall.org/

• Goodall, J.  (2020) 
ttps://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/19/coronavirus-
jane-goodall-acfc-full-episode-vpx.cnn

• https://youtu.be/qERbecpNM-w
• https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/19/coronavirus-jane-goodall-acfc-full-episode-

vpx.cnn

• Covid-19 pandemic has provided Goodall ( 2020)  the 
platform  to speak out about how cross- species infections 
are caused by the way human beings are encroaching on 
the habitat of wild animals  such as pangolins and bats. 
Her stature as a leading primatologist and conservationist 
has enabled her to speak out about previous epidemics 
such as swine and avian flu and to highlight the treatment 
of farmed and trafficked animals. 

• Enabling farm animals and wild animals space for a life 
worth living would also protect us from illness. 

• Blaming one nation state versus another for the treatment 
of animals and specifically for the Covid-19 virus is part of 
the problem. The  industrial scale agricultural plantations, 
traffickers,  markets and laboratories of the military – the 
industrialised state per se is responsible, not an individual 
nation. Shifting blame and empowering one group at the 
expense of the other is a discourse which leads to denial, 
rather than facing up to the root of the problem , namely 
that human beings need to recognise their place in the 
web of living systems.( Capra, 1966). Blame and 
conspiracy theories will not solve the problem. It will only 
lead to further social and environmental losses and sadly , 
a short-term gain for capital and the military industrial 
complex.

•

• Source of picture

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jane_Goodall

https://janegoodall.org/
https://youtu.be/qERbecpNM-w
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/19/coronavirus-jane-goodall-acfc-full-episode-vpx.cnn


Ecological apartheid = the problem
• Increased urbanization

• Dispossession, 

displacement and loss 

of habitat impacting on 

water, energy and food 

security

• Species bias 

Competitive us/them 

approach 

• Convergent social , 

economic and 

environmental problems

• Dualism and ‘ecological 

apartheid’ (Vandana 

Shiva, 2020)

• Enclosure of commons, 

Commodification of 

people , animals

• Poverty, climate 

change, conflicts and 

pandemics



We are the Boundaries 

• We construct the boundaries 

based on our values

• Who and what we include or 

exclude is a boundary 

judgement

• https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=8UtrXjE9gPQ

• What happens to the land 

happens to people 

• Care for all , not just some 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8UtrXjE9gPQ


Rethinking our relationships – self, sentient others , the 

environment 

Categories

Species – plant, animal and human 

Gender,Age,Class  

Hybrid creations Cyborgs and Chimeras

Recognise our reliance on nature and the 

implications of tampering with it    



Loss of habitat 

• Aggressive logging and 

burning to support  the 

cattle industry

• Bush fires are 

widespread in the 

Amazon, Australia, 

California, Greece, 

South Africa,  Indonesia  

• Commercial agriculture 

– palm oil 

• Loss of carbon 

capture 

• Lower rates of 

carbon capture by 

palm forests

• Loss of creatures 

who fertilise the 

forests



Need multispecies habitats

• The destruction of 

habitats results in 

species that have 

not previously been 

in contact crossing 

species.

• Bats and Pangolins 

do not usually come 

into contact 

• Need forests for 

carbon capture and 

to regulate the 

world’s climate 

• Need orangutans  

and Civet cats to 

fertilse the forests 



De-centering colonial legacy –

research and practice

Rhodes statue
https://www.news.uct.ac.za/article/-2015-03-16-the-rhodes-statue-must-fall-ucts-radical-rebirth

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/apr/09/university-cape-town-removes-statue-cecil-rhodes-celebration-
afrikaner-protest#img-1

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/apr/09/university-cape-town-removes-statue-cecil-rhodes-celebration-afrikaner-protest#img-1


Black lives matter protest

https://theconversation.com/public-sculpture-expert-why-i-

welcome-the-decision-to-throw-bristols-edward-colston-

statue-in-the-river-140285

• Protesters tore down Colston’s 

figure, lay him prostrate on the 

ground and leaned on his neck. In 

the very act of mirroring George 

Floyd’s death, the statue was 

brought to life and is now speaking, 

very loudly, to us. At last, the 

significance of Colston’s statue has 

been publicly redirected, with the 

energies of protest ushering in the 

next phase in the life of this 

monument.

https://theconversation.com/edward-colston-statue-

toppled-how-bristol-came-to-see-the-slave-trader-as-a-

hero-and-philanthropist-140271



The protests



Slave owner 



Research for Transformation 

• What is ethical research?

• What is  the nature of reality?

• How do we ‘know’ what we think we know?

– Axiology – nature of ethics approach to ethics

– Ontology – nature of reality

– Epistemology – nature of knowledge , our approach to research and our 

relationships between the researcher and the researched

– Methodology – nature of combining methods – systemically rather than 

systematically 



Three linked concerns

• High rates of urbanisation

• Lack of rural urban balance

• Habitat loss impacting multiple species 



Areas of research :

Poverty, climate change and multi-species relationships 

• The first program of research addressed complex health housing and social 

inclusion/exclusion ( government funded plus NGOs and a number of small 

grants)

• The second program (and ongoing) addresses mitigation and adaptation to 

climate change (Local Gov plus small in kind supports for pilots)

• The third program is creating ecovillages as hubs in a network to 

support earning, learning and growing a future together - I work with graduates 

and colleagues at universities and in the community and where possible with 

government (University support in Indonesia, Australia and also support from 

UNISA for community capacity building)



A way forward?

• Through re-designing the way in which 

we live our lives.

• Moving away from profit towards 

supporting  multi species relationships 

and ‘wellbeing stocks’ 

• This has social, economic and 

environmental implications 



1. Technocratic response – to poverty grow the size of 

the pie  is problematic, because it denies values and 

power

2. Critical systemic response – change the pie and the 

way it is distributed

– Changing what, why and how we value the fabric of living 

systems and an appreciation of living systems

3.  A way forward is through capacity building in  re-

generative approaches (adapt Pauli’s 2010)  to 

enhance capabilities to understand the 

consequence of our choices

Ways forward?



What is the problem 

represented to be?
• The WPR approach consists of six questions. The 

basic method, according to Bacchi, is to select a 
policy or policy proposal to be analysed and apply 
the full set of questions, following which an 
assessment of the policy can be offered along with 
suggestions for change. There is also a directive to 
be self-reflexive by using the same questions on any 
proposals that the analysis generates. The six 
questions are:

• What’s the ‘problem’ … represented to be in a 
specific policy or policies?

• What presuppositions and assumptions underlie this 
representation of the ‘problem’?

• How has this representation of the ‘problem’ come 
about?

• What is left unproblematic in this problem 
representation? Where are the silences? Can the 
‘problem’ be thought about differently?

• What effects are produced by this representation of 
the ‘problem’?

• How/where is this representation of the ‘problem’ 
produced, disseminated and defended? How could it 
be questioned, disrupted and replaced?



Four skills

• Midgely, G. 2014 An 

Introduction to 

Systems Thinking 

by Gerald Midgley, 

https://www.youtube

.com/watch?v=yYyT

Us9ipmc



Steps 

1.Choose an area of concern 

2.Understand  the implications of who or 

what is included or excluded , why and 

how the research will be conducted 

3.Design research with the participants  

4. Engage through PAR and communities 

of practice

5. Apply  thinking and practice 



From polarization to multispecies relationships in an era 

of mass extinctions

• We shall awaken from our dullness and rise 
vigorously toward justice. 

• If we fall in love with creation deeper and deeper, 

• we will respond to its endangerment with passion.” 

Hildegard of Bingen

Boundaries and Perspectives

Relationships and Systems 

• Artwork by Alan Rayner 



Overview of the argument  

• The links across loss of habitat and pandemics and implications for multispecies 

relationships stressed by Jane Goodall, Donaldson and Kymlicka

• Need for re-framing what constitutes ethical thinking and practice – property and food 

• Frans De Waal  - animals have a sense of  empathy, fairness and ability to reciprocate 

• Eva Meier – animals communicate

• Susanne Simard, Monica Gagliono, Peter Wohlleben and Allen Rayner – plants 

communicate 

• Reconsidering boundaries  for social and environmental justice implications of the banality 

of evil, the need to extend the social contract and to stop ecocide

• Need for new forms of governance and democracy based on habitat for a range of species  

• Transformative research for multispecies relationships – implications for rights across 

human beings and other species 

• Ecology of mind and eco facturing approach and implications for the production, distribution 

and consumption chain and how we view work

• Jobs for people and the planet supported by rights for diverse species and Implications for 

habitat 

• Social economic and environmental transformation at the local, national and post national 

regional level. Human security is dependent upon protecting vulnerable multispecies 

relationships spanning organic and inorganic life

•

•



Risk Society 

• Social, economic and environmental 

challenges are convergent

– High rates of urbanisation and lack of rural 

urban balance

– Habitat loss

– Food, water and energy insecurity resulting 

in mass extinctions



Habitat loss impacting multiple 

species 
– For example over 50% of bee population 

have been lost in USA

– A billion or more creatures ( lizards, birds , 

marsupials and insects) lost in the 

Australian Bushfires  and ? in the Amazon 

fires – Bolsonaro ( Brazilian President) was 

more concerned about the ‘beef industry’ 

and grazing than the implications for the 

the ecosystem



Loss of habitat 

Africa

• The Geo-2000 report (2012, p. 

60) estimates 500 million 

hectares of land have been 

affected by soil degradation 

since about 1950, including as 

much as 65 per cent of 

agricultural land. Africa lost 39 

million hectares of tropical forest 

during the 1980s, and another 

10 million by 1995 and fourteen 

countries are subject to water 

stress or water scarcity, and a 

further 11 will join them in 2025. 

(UNEP, 1999)

Australia

• By the 8th of January 2020 almost 20 million 

acres have been burnt and Professor Chris 
Dickson and other ecologists fear that a billion 

mammals, birds and lizards could have lost their 

lives. This is a massive escalation from the 12th 

of December when Cappucci and Freedman 

(2019) cited the New South Wales Rural Fire 
Service that the 96 fires spanned 5.3 million 

hectares and explained that : “The fires so far 

have burned an area 1.5 times the size of 

Connecticut.” 

• The fires have raised the political temperature 

as Australians demand that more be done to 

address the risks by mitigating and adapting to 

climate change and facing up to the impact of 

the economic decisions. People power has 
helped to stall the development of coal mines, 

such as Adani through mass protests.



Commodification of Noumea 



IPCC

• Drought, fires, floods – Climate change 

E (Emissions) = Population X 

Consumption per person X Energy 

Efficiency X Energy Emissions. 

This suggests that the privileged lives of some could lead to ‘existential 

risk’ for all forms of life on the planet (Bostrom, 2011). The price of 

inequality – national and global – has escalated



Human made problem 

requires human responsibility 

• https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/oct/20/dalai-lama-says-strong-

action-on-climate-change-is-a-human-responsibility



Making small adjustments in a 

big way 
• Clearly human beings have learned they are no 

longer the top predator, but sadly the positive impact 

on climate change caused by a slowing economy has 

reversed as  the world economy begins to open up 

(Carrington and Kommenda, 2020). 

• Naess and Hankeland al (2002) have  stressed that 

transformation is not impossible: ethical living 

requires ‘doing small things in a big way’ on an 

everyday basis.



Research for Transformation 

• What is ethical research?

• What is  the nature of reality?

• How do we ‘know’ what we think we know?

– Axiology – nature of ethics approach to ethics

– Ontology – nature of reality

– Epistemology – nature of knowledge , our approach to research and our 

relationships between the researcher and the researched

– Methodology – nature of combining methods – systemically rather than 

systematically 



Ecology of mind



Multi-species relationships 

• Taxonomies and dualistic 

thinking based on level 1 

and 2 thinking –

commodification 

• Us/them ( human /other)

• competition for resources

• Across : Age , gender, class, 

race, level of ability 

• Animals 

• Plants 

• Webs of inter 

dependent species

• Ecology of mind  

based on level 3 

thinking 

• Networks of co-

operation 



Working across a range of 

options
Addressing an area of 

concern with the 

people and within 

context  to enhance 

representation, 

accountability, 

sustainability and re-

generation





Wellbeing 

• This requires building stocks for the 

future (Stiglitz, et al, 2010) 

• re-framing not only economics but 

our relationships. 

Stiglitz et al 2011: 15 use a 

multidimensional measure of 

wellbeing spanning:

1. Material living standards (income, 

consumption and wealth), 2. Health, 

3. Education, 4. Personal activities 

including work, 5. Political voice and 

governance, 6. Social connections 

and relationships, 7. Environment 

(present and future conditions), 8. 

Insecurity, of an economy as well as 

a physical nature



Multi-species relationships 

• The composition Jaara Nyilamum by Dr Lou Bennet accompanied by 
the Australian String Quartet evokes emotion and connection to 
country. Bennet explains in an interview (2019) that language is rooted 
in country and  that it “connects to health and wellbeing.” She stresses 
the need to learn language in country and to stay in relationship with 
your home.” 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0yu0kR5Oj_M

• Communication through sound , through dance, sharing chemical 
signals is widespread throughout living systems. It is now accepted by 
researchers that consciousness spans single to complex cells and 
many species (including plants) are able to ‘learn and remember’ 
(Gagliano et al, 2018). Their research demonstrates that  plants 
communicate, make decisions and in some instances, for example 
fungi share resources for the common good of plants within a shared 
habitat( Rayner, 2010). 

• https://youtu.be/VTKbE-Gd3lU

• https://www.facebook.com/ABCEducationAU/videos/557404598372527
/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0yu0kR5Oj_M
https://youtu.be/VTKbE-Gd3lU
https://www.facebook.com/ABCEducationAU/videos/557404598372527/


Connection to country

• The composition Jaara 

Nyilamum  by Dr Lou Bennet 

accompanied by the Australian 

String Quartet evokes emotion 

and connection to country. 

Bennet explains in an interview 

(2019)  that language is rooted 

in country and  that it “connects 

to health and wellbeing.” She 

stresses the need to learn 

language in country and to stay 

in relationship with your home.” 

• https://youtu.be/VTKbE-Gd3lU

• https://youtu.be/VTK

bE-Gd3lU?t=303





Multispecies Habitat

• Trees support one 

another through root 

systems

• Re-generate areas 

through 

permaculture

• New forms of 

governance and 

democracy rooted in 

systemic ethics

• https://www.youtube

.com/watch?v=V4m

9SefyRjg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V4m9SefyRjg


Transformative research for 

re-generation 

• Balancing individual and collective 

needs

• Re-framing – so that human beings see 

themselves as stewards of both people 

and the planet 

• Extend solidarity and understand 

interdependency

• Systemic ethical praxis strives to 

respond to the vexed challenge of how 

to bridge the false dualism of pitting the 

environment versus profit. 

• We need a green economy and it starts 

today by extending a sense of solidarity 

to others and the environment on which 

we depend

• We need a new narrative of Earth 

Democracy and Governance (Shiva and 

Barlow, 2011). 



Taking care of biodiversity 

• Vandana Shiva 

Ecofeminism and 

the decolonization of 

women, nature and 

the future
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hVbb

ov9Rfjg

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-

d1uux01p2s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hVbbov9Rfjg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-d1uux01p2s


Transformation =

fostering rights and respect for  multiple 

species 
• From dualism

• Species apartheid 

based on exploitation 

and commodification 

• Market based on growth 

and profit in the 

interests of the few at 

the expense of the 

majority of living 

systems

• Flows and non-

Anthropocentrism

• Multispecies 

relationships based on 

rights and respectful 

relationships

• Environmental and 

social justice through 

ecological focus



New politics based on 

multispecies relationships
• If politics is about who, gets what, 

when , why and to what effect, it is 

time to rethink politics as cross 

species engagement to ensure the 

balance of individual and collective 

needs. 

• A new politics needs to 

acknowledge our 

interconnectedness, based on 

recognition and respect. 

• The Ecocide Law (Higgins et al, 

2013 ) is central to protect multiple 

species as the earth needs a good 

lawyer to disrupt the cycle of greed , 

over-exploitation, lack of 

distribution, poverty and conflict

• Instead of polarising

categories a new 

approach is developed 

in this volume based on 

a recognition of our 

fluidity and 

interconnectedness with 

living systems.



New legal system

• But the legal perspective 

needs to be buttressed by a 

rights perspective to protect 

all sentient beings (simply 

because they are sentient) 

as well as their habitat. Alan 

Rayner (2010: 100) a 

biologist who specialises in 

plants and specifically fungi , 

sums up a lesson on plant 

politics (and economics) 

which demonstrates that 

plants pool and redistribute 

resources . 

• Plants depend on one 

another to sustain a 

habitat. He recognises 

that all living systems 

are based on a flow of 

energy and that 

sustainable living 

systems share 

resource. He succinctly 

sums up the lessons for 

multispecies 

relationships. 



Ethics , Governance and 

Democratic process 
• A priori norms 

supported by an 

Charter to protect 

sentient beings

• Earth Charter and 

Global Covenant 
– Peru and Ecuador  support 

Pachamama and have constitutions 

that care for the land/

– In Australia Aboriginal Law needs to 

be upheld to protect heritage sites 

• A posteriori 

consequences 

monitored in terms 

of  the law 

• Law – Ecocide law 



No longer top predator

No longer business as usual

• Society could  face up to the 

implications of  no longer being top 

predator and learn from the implications 

of the Covid-19 pandemic that has 

made them pause and reflect.



Social Systems theory 

Draws on  a host of sources in 

particular the work of Habermas to 

emphasise the need for respectful 

dialogue and constitutional support to 

ensure that democracy is more than 

voting in elections. His work addresses 

the way in which thinking shapes the 

environment and vice versa and the 

implications this has for ethics, 

democracy and governance. He draws 

on the DIS approach by West 

Churchman and works with, rather than 

within any one approach to find an 

emerging consensus. His book is an 

encyclopedia for anyone who is about to 

embark on systemic thinking and 

practice.



What is the sytems approach?

• https://wulrich.com/c

wc.html

• The systems 

approach begins 

when you try to see 

the world through 

the eyes of another 

https://wulrich.com/cwc.html


Need new ways of knowing 

• Logic

• Idealism

• Empiricism

• Dialogue

• Pragmatism

• But also 

intuition,animal

knowing biomimicry,  

spirituality

• Think about our thinking 

• Unfold values and be 

mindful of the way our 

values shape the way 

we do research 

• Sweep in the social, 

cultural,political , 

economic and 

environmental 

considerations 



Four basic approaches 

• Boundaries

• Perspectives

• Relationships

• Systems

• Where do we draw the line of 

inclusion and exclusion when we 

make policy?

• Which species and which people 

are prioritized

• What are our relationships with 

others ( human, animal, 

environment)?

• How do we design our systems, our 

infrastructure and technology?

• What is our relationship with 

technology?



Boundaries and Perspectives

Closing the  Gap 

• The PAR 

engagement cycle 

The McDonald 

Ranges

• Relationships 

across culture and 

disciplines 

• Respect for diversity

• Developing an 

ecology of mind



Dreaming site 



Olive Veverbrants 



References 



Relationships and Systems

• Weaving together 

strands of 

experience using 

multiple mixed 

methods 

• Systems 

• Levels of 

engagement  from 

local to  the post 

national level



Piloting a way to do things 

differently

• Personal stories based on addressing the 

question “how should we live in order to 

achieve wellbeing” reveal patterns

• Patterns provide residents and service 

providers the opportunity to explore 

pathways to wellbeing

• The software lets residents build on other 

people’s experiences

• The software summarises personal 

experiences and perceptions for service 

providers

• See Transformation from Wall Street to 

Wellbeing 

• https://ia801606.us.archive.org/20/items/

pathway_DEMO_1/pathway_DEMO_1.m

p4 



Findings continued

• A combination of factors supports 
wellbeing



Issues are inter-related (De Vries 2006)



Analysis

• Recognition of non linear (web of 

relationships) is a first step for 

developing integrated policy 

responses.



Connections

Conceptual, Spatial and Temporal

• South Australian Thinker in Residence 

– Greenfield (2000) stresses that the more neural connections we can make 

the more conscious we can become.  

– The more connections we can make has implications for the way we live, for 

the way we do science, for the way we run our governments and for ethics.

• Ngarrindjeri metaphor  

– weaving strands of experience (and river grasses)  resonates with the 

approach stressed by Greenfield (2000)



Pathways to wellbeing 

• To enable a resilient community of people 

spanning elderly vulnerable, men and 

women in need of jobs and young people in 

need of stability to enable access to many 

vocational pathways.  

• A pathways to wellbeing approach and 

resilience score card could work nicely if 

linked with participating organisations in the 
South spanning local gov, NGOs, Job 

clubs and places of learning at primary, 

secondary and tertiary levels to create 

pathways to wellbeing

• Real-time monitoring of domestic violence 

perpetrators could be an incredibly powerful tool 

for South Australian authorities to keep victims 

safe, Corrections Minister Peter Malinauskas 

says.

Integrated approach 

• Supporting people to network around engaging activities 

( art, crafts, sheds, maintenance, computer skills, job 

club to identify skills and apply for training or positions) 

and a lunch to which approachable people in public, 

private and volunteer sectors such as TAFE respond to 

training needs . They could be invited so as to grow 

people’s confidence and networks of support. 

• This could be a way to enhance resilience so that this 

sort of approach becomes unnecessary: 

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-04-18/domestic-violence-

offenders-to-be-gps-tracked-in-sa/8448666

Link to the Victoria Woods case 

•

Whole of community 

intervention approach 

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-04-18/domestic-violence-offenders-to-be-gps-tracked-in-sa/8448666


User centric policy design to 

address complex needs
1. Home safety (personal safety-

social indicators and physical 

indicators, physical safety of the 

home and environs) 

2. Physical and mental health 

(Wilkinson and Pickett, 2009) 

3. Sense of purpose (indicators of 

satisfaction with employment), 

4. Connection/belonging to healthy 

community and healthy 

environment (people and land or 

place), 

5. Self respect and confidence to 

speak out. These are seen as 

overlapping needs which need to 

be addressed (McIntyre-Mills with 

De Vries, 2008, 307).



Scenarios

– Denial of the need to 
change

– Too little action too 
late

– Sustainable long 
term adjustments



To sum up

• Those at the receiving end of a decision 

should be part of the decision making 

process.

• Complexity of the decision must match the 

complexity of the decision makers and the 

decision making context. This is vital for 

accountability and risk management and for 

matching services to perceived needs.



Research Design and Approach

Participatory design ensures that service 

delivery is 

–matched with need

–contextual  and  

–responds to individual differences 



The Participatory Process

Step 1 

– Invitation

– Developing relationships and trust

– Listening actively to stories

– Identification of the area of concern with the 

participants

– Ethics approval process 



Ethics

• All the data are de-identified.

• The software recommends pathways, it is still 

up to the people to make decisions based on 

their experience and understanding of what is 

required in context. 

• It does not prescribe, it is just another resource 

on which to draw.



The Process

Step 2.1. Data Collection with Service Users

50 self selected service users who are associated with Neporendi. 
Data collection by Janet with assistance of Kim O’Donnell, 
Daphne Rickett and Tracey Turnbull; Doug Morgan and Bevin 
Wilson on :

– What Wellbeing means personally.

– What works and what doesn’t work in service delivery.

– Participants were invited to draw conceptual diagrams.



Building shared learnings  

• Personal stories of what works, why and 

how reveal patterns.

• Patterns provide a starting point for 

each service user to explore healing 

pathways by building on other people’s 

experiences



The Process

Step 2.2. Data Collection with Service Providers

50 self selected providers of services to the 

Aboriginal community on :

– What Wellbeing means personally, professionally and 

to service users.

– Issues and combinations of issues that impact on 

wellbeing.

– What works and what doesn’t work in service 

delivery.

– Participants are invited to draw conceptual diagrams.



The process continued

• Step 3 :Creating shared  group maps

– Conceptualise the design with co-researchers based 

on metaphors 

• Healing is a journey, it is personal growth, being rooted in 

culture , making choices in the tree of life and reaching 

out to others

– Record stories of men and women

– Weighting the number of times items identified

– Test out the logic 



Social inclusion software on what works 

why and how

Step 1 – Service users tell their own 

unique story to a service provider

Step 2 – Service users listen to stories 

from women or men

Step 3- They start the healing pathways 

journey  by choosing one of three 

pathways 



Social inclusion software on what works 

why and how

• Step 4- They build their own unique 
experiences into the program

• Step 5 – They consider :
• What things they have in life – family, poverty, stress

• What they need- housing, training, confidence

• What they could add/discard- lack of confidence, a bad 
relationship

• What are positive and negative turning points – telling my story, 
attending Nunga lunches, developing trust in a mentor 

• What are the barriers – racism, negative thinking, lack of 
housing

• What services can be used  and in what combination?



Combinations of 5 key factors

• Home safety

• Health

• Purpose 

• Connection/belonging (people and 

place) 

• Self respect and confidence.



The personal is political: social, economic and 
environmental pathways to wellbeing 

Sustainable Futures 
Not coping

In basket

Out basket

Turning points for better

Turning points for worse

Barriers

Services that made a difference

Pathways interconnected 

not shown as linear

1 2 3 4 5

1

2

3

4

5



Policy findings

Business as

Usual

Small Adjustments

for the long haul

Sustainable Futures

T H I N K I N G  a n d  A C T I O N S

To sustainable

well-being
To unsustainable

living
Pathways



Policy implications

• Respect for self, others and the environment 

requires time to live slowly and to re-connect 

with others

• Work-life balance – more time for self, others 

and community gardens and community 

infrastrucure

• Social and economic support for renewable 

forms of energy 



A way forward: laws to support social and 

environmental justice?

Local 

community

Local 

community

Local 

community

Local 

community

Regional stewards within federalist 

structures
Regional stewards within federalist 

structures

Post National Regional partners and networks under the auspices of regional 

parliaments and courts 



Designing your research



Design your questions to consider the area of concern 

based on questioning  :

• Logic - how are ideas linked ?

• Empirical data – what qualitative (meanings, 

emotions, values and perceptions) or quantitative 

(numbers) data are available?

• Idealism – what ought to be done?

• Dialectic – consider thesis, anti thesis and synthesis?

• Pragmatism – consequences of NOT CONSIDERING 

MULTIPLE SPECIES 





Reference 

• Figure 1: The boundary categories of 

critical heuristics 

(Source: W. Ulrich, 1983, p. 258; 1996, 

p. 43; and 2000, p. 256)





Figure 1: Conceptual Map: UNICEF Project on Norms and Education. 

Cited in McIntyre-Mills et al 2018.
• The conceptual map shown in Figure 1 was developed when I worked with Dr Rachel 

Outhred as a critical friend in preparation for a UNICEF-funded project on norms and 
education.   I mentioned the critical ethnographic work of Carspecken (1995) who 
stressed that research on education does not begin and end in the classroom. The 
dynamics within the classroom are shaped by many factors. For example, in a 
patriarchal society, gender mainstreaming may be considered as ‘window dressing’ or 
policy rhetoric that does not apply in a school in Zimbabwe where the male teacher 
believes that his position gives him the right to ignore female students and privilege 
male students. Educational design needs to take into account preparing students by 
empowering them. This requires ensuring their safety within schools and after hours 
when they need to be safe to do their homework in an environment where they have 
a place to study and the time to apply to their own education.  I also mention the work 
of Wadsworth (2001) who uses the notion of a telescope to look at the big picture and 
the magnifying glass to explore the detailed micro-level case study. She uses the 
notion of a drill to consider cross sectional, in depth or layered insights. Today we 
could use the analogy of layering views on a computer screen to the way in which 
sets of statistics indicate the  life chances of the people in that situation. By using 
mapping techniques the siloed implications of educational policy decisions in term 
shape the environment and these can be understood through cross sectional studies 
over time.

• Carspecken, P. F. 1995. Critical ethnography in educational research: a theoretical and practical guide. New York: New York: Routledge
•

•

•

•

•

•



Ethical and Policy context

Implications for democracy and 

governance



Overview

Area of concern: 

Limitations of the social contract to protect habitat 

and why an international law to prevent the crime of 

ecocide matters 

Limitations of the social contract to protect habitat and 

why an international law to prevent the crime of ecocide 

matters 

• What is the social contract?

• What is the banality of evil?

• How could democracy and governance be re-framed 

to prevent social and environmental injustice?



What is the social contract?

• Protects citizens 

within the 

boundaries of the 

nation state
• Beyond the social contract: toward global justice   

https://tannerlectures.utah.edu/_documents/a-to-

z/n/nussbaum_2003.pdf

• Nussbaum, M. (2011). Creating Capabilities: The Human 

Development Approach. London: The Belknap Press

• Nussbaum, M., (2006), Frontiers of Justice. London. 

Harvard University Press.

• We need a socio-

environmental 

contract

https://tannerlectures.utah.edu/_documents/a-to-z/n/nussbaum_2003.pdf


Nussbaum’s 10 capabilities

1. Being able to live a life worth living; not dying prematurely, or ‘before one’s life is so reduced as to 

be not worth living’. 

2. Physical health requires being nourished; to have adequate shelter and decent living standards. 
According to the World Health Organization (WHO 2016) health is ‘a state of complete physical, mental and 

social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity’.

3. Bodily integrity. Being safe and free of abuse 

4. Emotions. Being able to have attachments; to love those who love and care for us, 

5. Affiliation: the ability for people to create sense of belonging to others (including other species such 

as animals and plants) and to institutions.  

6 Other species. Being able to live with concern for and in relation to animals, plants and the world of 

nature.

7. Re-creation and play. Being able enjoy recreational activities.

8 Exercise agency and freedom in an appropriate environmental context or habitat niche.

9. Senses, imagination and thought. Being able to use the senses, to imagine, think and reason and to actively 

engage in protecting other species and habitats that foster wellbeing 

10 Practical reason to support stewardship. Being able to form a conception of the good and to engage in critical 

reflection to balance individual and collective needs rather than  the pursuit of personal property.



The problem

• The social contract excludes 

young people, the disabled, 

asylum seekers and sentient 

beings.

• Nussbaum’s 10 capabiliites  

for a life worth living allude to 

the importance of rights and 

responsibilities towards the 

conditions for quality of life 

• But does not 

address the 

environment or the 

implications of 

ecocide.

Vietnam defines 

ecocide as follows:
• “destroying the natural 

environment”, whether committed in 

time of peace or war, constitutes a 

crime against humanity”



What is the banality of evil?

• Arendt H (1963) Eichmann in Jerusalem: A Report on the Banality of 

Evil. New York: Viking Press.

• Everyday decisions 

upheld by people 

and the state

Critical thinking is vital 

to uphold democracy
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/cif-

green/2011/jan/05/ecocide-law-ratcliffe

• McIntyre-Mills, J . 2019. Social engagement to redress the 

banality of evil and the frontiers of justice: Limitations of the 
social contract to protect habitat and why an international law to 

prevent the crime of ecocide matters Proceedings of 
International Systems Sciences The 63nd Annual Meeting of 

ISSS, Oregon State University, Corvallis, Nature's Enduring 

Patterns: A Path to Systems Literacy., 2nd-5th July

• http://journals.isss.org/index.php/proceedings63rd/article/view/36
42

•

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/cif-green/2011/jan/05/ecocide-law-ratcliffe
http://journals.isss.org/index.php/proceedings63rd/article/view/3642


Polly Higgins

• https://www.stopeco

cide.earth/

• The definition of ecocide has been 

recently reformulated ( and 

extended from its original 

formulation ) as

• follows by Higgens (2012) as the 

5th Crime Against Humanity in her 

Tedex lecture as follows :

“ The extensive damage to or loss of 

ecosystems of a given territory, whether 

by human agency or other

causes, to such an extent that peaceful 

enjoyment by the inhabitants of that 

territory has been severely  diminished.

https://www.stopecocide.earth/


Ecocide

• A few nation states have recognized ecocide and 

since the Vietnam War. 

• Scientists from Harvard campaigned in 1970 for a 

new bioethics and ending  the use of the exfoliant 

agent orange which they said constituted a  war 

related crime (Yale News, 2008). 

• Ecocide National Criminal Codes ( 2012) have  

introduced ecocide  to include non-war related 

crimes against  the environment and humanity :

• “In these countries’ penal codes, the crime of 

Ecocide stands alongside the other four international 

Crimes Against Peace; Crimes Against Humanity, 

Genocide, War Crimes and Crimes of Aggression. 

These four core crimes are set out as international 

crimes in the Rome Statute”. 

•
https://eradicatingecocide.com/wp-
content/uploads/2012/06/Ecocide-National-Criminal-Codes1.pdf

The nation states Georgia 1999, Republic of Armenia 2003, 

Ukraine 2001, Belarus 1999, Kazakhstan 1997, Kyrgyzstan 
1997, Republic of Moldova 2002, Criminal Code Russian 

Federation Criminal Code, Tajikistan 1998, Vietnam 1990”

https://eradicatingecocide.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/Ecocide-National-Criminal-Codes1.pdf


Polly Higgins Eradicating Ecocide : Laws and Governance to Stop the Destruction of the Planet



International law

• Published on 13 Mar 2018cocide, the 5th Crime Against Peace -
Polly Higgins at TEDxExeter

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qg9eWtmBMIQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qg9eWtmBMIQ


er

Published on 13 Mar 2018cocide, the 5th Crime Against Peace - Polly Higgins at 

TEDxExet

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qg9eWtmBMIQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qg9eWtmBMIQ




Ancient 

Public 

Administratio

n

Traditional 

Public 

Administration

New Public 

Management

New Public 

Governance

New 

architectures for

people and the 

planet

Subjects Voters Customers Citizens Living systems

Minimal Direct Contracting out Co-production Co-determination to protect wellbeing 

stocks

Rule Row Steer Facilitate Steward people and the planet 

Royal Post autocratic 

bureaucratic

Post bureaucratic 

Competitive 

Collaborative Post national 

cosmopolitanism 

Leader Hierarchy Market Network People and habitat

Loyalty Law Results /performance Relationships Protection 



Ethical context

• Need to use law to 

protect living 

systems



Policy context 

• Aarhus Convention

• UN  Local Agenda 21

• Paris Climate Change 

Agreement

• UN Report on Urbanisation 

• Sendai Risk Platform



Policy context

– Greening cities 

and re-generation 

of regional areas  

– Co-determination 

of  new 

architecture and 

design for 

learning 

communities



How could democracy and governance be re-framed to prevent 

social and environmental injustice?

Social , economic and 

environmental indicators 

of wellbeing that address 

and extend the UN 

Sustainable Development 

Goals 

mapped from below to 

ensure that the global 

commons (defined by a 

Global Covenant) and 

upheld in law 



New architectures to protect living systems and to support the global 

commons



A way forward?

• Through re-designing the way in which 

we live our lives.

• Supporting ‘wellbeing stocks’ 

• This has social, economic and 

environmental implications 



Mixed Methods Approach

• Currently unemployment and lack of 

access to tertiary or vocational training 

are major human security challenges in a 

degraded urban environment .  Highly 

urbanised, environmentally affected 

regions face  the cascading  social, 

economic and environmental  challenges 

that impact on the habitat  across the 

continuum from  domestic, liminal , 

agricultural  and wild animal life ( to draw 

on Donaldson and Kymlicka (2011) The 

hypothesis is that highly urbanised 

regions face food and water insecurity 

and are at risk of becoming food deserts 

unless everyday strategies are explored 

with service users and providers to find 

better pathways to resilience and 

wellbeing for the most vulnerable 

members of the population. 



Resourcing the Commons

• The hypothesis is that highly urbanized 

regions face food and water insecurity 

and are at risk of becoming food deserts 

unless everyday strategies are explored 

with service users and providers to find 

better pathways to resilience and 

wellbeing for the most vulnerable 

members of the population. What 

potential pathways can promote 

opportunities and redress the food and 

water insecurity associated with a 

growing population of vulnerable people 

in highly urbanized regions where 

informal housing areas predominate? 

What can Australia contribute with 

Partner Organisations to mitigate risk ( 

Usamah, 2014) and maximise plausible 

pathways to resilience and wellbeing ?



Extending rights 

• The lack of gendered, non-anthropocentric 
emphasis on the way in which nature has 
been controlled and mastered needs to be 
remedied. Few (with the exception  of 
Deborah Bird Rose, Donna Haraway and 
Anna Tsing) have spoken out about 
multispecies relations and fewer have 
stressed the need for a multispecies 
approach that honours the rights of all 
sentient beings to a habitat that makes life 
worth living,  with perhaps the exception of 
Donaldson and Kymlicka in their work 
‘Zoopolis’ in which they argue that habitat for 
all animals needs should be considered a 
right : from appropriate space for 
domesticated animals (such as pets  and 
agricultural animals) to the liminal creatures 
that share our cities and gardens with us 
and  the wild animals who have a right to 
their own habitat.  As stewards we have a 
responsibility to ensure their rights are met 
through passing  and implementing laws to 
protect them.



• https://www.theguard

ian.com/science/201

9/nov/13/of-course-

animals-speak-eva-

meijer-on-how-to-

communicate-with-

our-fellow-

beasts#img-1
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The potential of eco-facturing to re-generate 

rural-urban balance and promote social and 

environmental justice

A way forward

To earn while we learn and grow a future 

together ? 
https://ia801606.us.archive.org/20/items/pathway_DEMO_1/pathway_DEMO_1.mp4 



Virtual meeting place 

• To enable local people to identify 

opportunities and market their products 

• They can consider 

– What they have

– What they needs

– What the turning points for better and 

worse are

– Barriers

– Resources 



Eco -villages

An alternative cyclical economy

• based on eco-villages 

supporting urban hubs to 

re-generate rural-urban 

balance, based on eco-

facturing, to use Gunter 

Pauli’s concept



Ecofacturing

Nature 

• Sun – solar power

• Water- vortices for 

power 

• Earth – seeds

• Wind - power

Local products 

• Cassava for bioplastics, 

bamboo for biochar and 

fair trade, fair range 

luwark coffee are three 

examples of 

ecofacturing that are 

currently being 

developed Indonesia. 



VET training and matching 

resources to needs



Key concepts

• Design principles, cyclical economy, 

cycles in nature, food webs, water flows



Eco-village nodes and eco city 

hubs 

• The development of eco-villages 

supporting the ‘one village many 

enterprises’ concept  currently applied 

in Indonesia relies on 
– responsive design informed by the principle of subsidiarity, namely 

that policy decisions need to be made at the lowest level possible 

– And  the complexity of design decisions need to match the 

complexity of the local residents who act as caretakers for local 

living systems. 
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An ABC of aphorisms for social and environmental 

justice

• A is for A priori norms and 

• A posteriori indicators of wellbeing 

• B is for boundaries , biospheres, 
balancing species rights

• C is for caring  and communication

• D is dualistic us/them thinking

• E is for Ecological Apartheid, Eco-
cide ,  Eco villages , Energy ,  Ethics, 
Emergence 

• F is for food , fraternity and farms

• G is global commons and green 
economics 

• H is for human rights

• I is for intermeshed, interconnected 
fate and inclusion of the 
marginalised 

• J is for justice

• K is for knowledge 

• L is for living systems,listening

• M is multiple methods and 
Multispecies 

• N is for Non anthropocentrism 

• O is for ontology /nature of reality

• P is for   peace and planetary 
protection

• Q is for questioning

• R is for resilience,  rights and 

relationships 

• S is for spirituality

• T is for transformation

• U is for Ubuntu and Ukama

• V is voices

• W is for wilderness habitat 

• X is for xenophobia 

• Y is for Youth 

• Z is for  not following the zero sum 

approach 


